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Climate credits
a new tool to enhance forests’contribution

to EU mitigation goals 
through multifunctional forest management

LIFE CLIMARK (LIFE16 CCM/ES/000065) has been funded by the Climate mitigation Action of the EU LIFE Program

“Sustainable forestry management through added 

value products. 

Practical cases from the Mediterranean”



Spontaneous expansion and 

densification of forests

1950

2020

+ 57% Basal area + 73 % Biomass

Planting trees is not always the solution

In the last 25 years in Catalonia



In the last 25 years in Catalonia:

- the Rate of C02 sequestration in forests  has dropped by 17%

- Carbon stocks accumulated in the last 50 years are threatened by 
fire and other natural disturbances

- Water flow in rivers has been reduced by 30%



Sustainable forest 

management could increase 

forests sink capacity by up 

to 20%
(Nabuurs et al, 2017)
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Our project: A voluntary market of climate credits



The integrative concept of the Climate Credit itself:                    

valuing, at the same level the co-benefits of MFM on

Carbon, Water provision and biodiversity

✓ tCO2 sequestered & tCO2 

avoided 

✓ m3 of water produced (less 
trees, more water !)

✓ Hectares with improved 
biodiversity (Biodiversity 
Potential Index -IBP)
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Which are the key features of the Climate Credits?





Which are the key features of the Climate Credits?

A wide list of forestry

climate-Smart 

measures +   

The criteria & indicators to

measure it

Collaborative definition of

what Multifunctional forest

management means in 

each territory

Thinnings (different species and intensities) 

Tree planting (forest plantations & agroforestry) 
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Benefits of a thinning in a Pinus nigra stand, 
in the next 15 years

Blue water
2380 m3/ha

Biodiversity
Carbon

balances
74 t/ha



A Participatory, 

bottom-up and 

landscape approach: 

to increase impact and find

synergies with other

functions expected from

frorests for a given territory

The PROMACC

projects

(Forestry Mitigation and 

Adaptation Projects)

Joint Forestry Management
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Landscape level maps     
based on agreed criteria with experts 
to set priorities for carbon, water or 

biodiversity

Barcelona

Which are the key features of the Climate Credits?



Conca del Segre-Rialb
Aigua-Prev. Incendis

Serra de Miralles-Orpinell/ 
Capçalera del Foix 
Aigua-Prev. Incendis-Bio

PILOT TRIALS 

Castellar del Vallès 
Prev. Incendis-Biodiversitat

Vall de Lord 
Aigua-Prev. Incendis

Serra de Collserola
Prev. Incendis-Biodiversitat



tbaiges@gencat.cat
Teresa Baiges

Thank you !
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